Professional Editorial Services

The below individuals offer professional manuscript editing. You may contact each to learn more about their services and fees.

Abigail Carroll, Ph.D.
http://abigail-carroll.com/editingservices/
abigailcarrollediting@gmail.com; 802-825-2099

I am a freelance editor and author specializing in helping academics polish their prose so that it reads smoothly, lucidly, and compellingly—whether an article or book chapter headed to press or a thesis or dissertation headed to committee. In the process, I advise on grammar, punctuation, syntax, word usage, and flow, and I can also make recommendations regarding organization and logic if desired. I take particular pleasure in helping non-native English speakers weed out errors and enhance the readability of their writing so that their work appears as the product of a native English speaker's pen.

Molly Ritvo, MFA
Molly.Ritvo@Gmail.com, 617-605-4727

I am a Burlington-based writer and writing tutor who holds an MFA in Creative Writing from Emerson College and a B.A from Tufts University. Additionally, I have experience copy-editing and proofreading trade fiction and nonfiction books, academic books and journals, social science publications, corporate communications, and works by self-published authors. I edit to the Chicago Manual of Style guide. It is an honor to help others tell their stories in more effective and meaningful ways. As Julia Cameron says, "We should write because humans are spiritual beings and writing is a powerful form of prayer and meditation, connecting us both to our own insights and to a higher and deeper level of inner guidance."

Eliot Sloan, MFA, M.A.
eliotsloan@gmail.com, (802) 222-7701
https://www.linkedin.com/in/eliotbsloan/

A published writer, I completed my M.A. in English at Middlebury College and my MFA in writing (creative nonfiction) at the University of Arizona in 2001. Since then, I have taught writing at St. Michael's College for the past nine years and have worked for several national companies as an online editor and writing consultant, working with clients on college and graduate school application personal statements. I also edited the Vermont chapter of *Fodor's New England 2012* and have worked as a freelance proofreader, writer, and copyeditor.